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Tibet on Fire: Buddhism, Protest, and the Rhetoric of Self-Immolation, by John
Whalen-Bridge, New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2015, xxiv + 208 pp., US$89.99 (hb),
ISBN 978–1–137–37373–1 (hb), ISBN 978–1–137–37035–8 (eb)
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Starting in 1998 and accelerating for several years after 2009, some Tibetans began publicly
burning themselves as an expression of political and religious discontent. These self-immolations
continue today, although less frequently than during their peak in 2012. Tibet on Fire: Buddhism,
Protest, and the Rhetoric of Self-Immolation by John Whalen-Bridge provides an introduction to
this sad yet instructive reality, as it examines statements by Tibetans, the Chinese government,
and other sources, in order to probe the causes and meanings of contemporary Tibetan selfimmolations. Non-specialists in Tibetan studies will find self-immolation stories and their
contextualisations to be useful in gaining a greater understanding of an important religious,
political, and human rights phenomenon. Tibet specialists, however, might be put off by the
lack of depth regarding both the Tibetan literary and ethnographic resources that are used, since
English-language news stories provide the data backbone for the book without much supplement.
Whalen-Bridge covers some of the same material that is found in treatments like Tsering
Woeser’s Tibet on Fire: Self-Immolations against Chinese Rule (2016), but with his background in
literature, Whalen-Bridge supplies a framework for understanding self-immolations based upon
Kenneth Burke’s rhetorical theory of logomachy (2). This theory breaks rhetorical confrontations
into five parts: act, scene, actor or agent, agency, and purpose (9-10). Whalen-Bridge then uses
this template to explore media representations among Tibetan, Chinese, and other sources,
in order to probe the only battle that, he contends, Tibetans can fight with the Chinese: the
soft power rhetorical battle for the hearts and minds of themselves and others (2). The author
recognizes that an approach based on rhetorical theory risks trivialising genuine human tragedy,
for example, by describing painful suicides simply as “performances” (8), and generally avoids
sliding too far in this direction.
By Whalen-Bridge’s count, more than 140 Tibetans have self-immolated in the People’s
Republic of China since 2011. Interestingly, the vast majority of these immolations have occurred
on the eastern edges of the Tibetan plateau, where Sichuan and Gansu provinces meet. WhalenBridge claims that this distribution is due to most Tibetans in these regions feeling outnumbered
by ethnic Chinese in what Tibetans consider to be their own homeland (61). This position brings
Whalen-Bridge to say that the self-immolation movement happens because it instils a sense
of identity that engenders greater community cohesion among Tibetans (39). In the sense of
political identity, for the immolator, self-immolation asserts a sense of Tibetan identity that the
Chinese cannot attempt to take away through law or political re-education programmes (45).
In a religious sense, Whalen-Bridge finds immolators asserting Tibetan identities as Buddhists
in two out of every three cases (72). For example, immolators may insist on the need to protect
the Buddhist religion from Chinese anti-religious policies in Tibet and remain willing to give
their lives for this protection (84). Immolators also set themselves ablaze so that their ultimate
religious leader, the Dalai Lama, can return to Tibet. Because self-immolations support Tibetan
identities in these ways, Whalen-Bridge states that, while Tibetans may not maintain enthusiasm
for the burnings, they may still consider immolators to be Buddhist heroes of a sort, despite the
tensions between Buddhist non-harm ethics and intentional self-killing (119).
While interesting on the whole, the book’s presentation suffers from several shortcomings
that may trouble specialists particularly. To give just one example, this book would provide
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greater resources if it included an ethnographic component, so that directly involved local
people could have a more significant voice of their own. Although an ethnographic exploration
of the most affected areas on such a sensitive political topic intrinsically carries limitations,
other field workers such as John Patrick Hayes, Åshild Kolås, and Monika P. Thowsen have
fruitfully explored nearby places in Sichuan and Gansu regarding contentious Tibetan issues,
such as resource use and education. A similar field work component, even if restrained, would
have made this book a more significant contribution. As it is, Whalen-Bridge provides a capable
introduction to a moving and multifaceted human rights reality.
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